Winter promotion begins TBA and ends TBA, 2017.

While stocks last at participating stores only. Refer to back page for details. Actual grown product, advanced examples and mass plantings shown for effect.
Gold Medal Rose
Deep gold brushed orange when it first opens, it lightens as the blossom matures. The foliage is large and deep green.

Mr Lincoln Rose
Long, dark-red buds opening to crimson. Perfect for cut flowers.

Duet Rose
Hardy and vigorous growth with profuse large double pink two tone blooms. Fragrant. A taller growing variety to 1.8m

Remember Me Rose
A delightful confection of colour including shadings of burnt orange that turns to amber, beige and brown. Suitable for hedging.

Gold Bunny Bush Rose
Profuse; large, double cupped, lemon-yellow blooms. Vigorous bush with blooms appearing throughout the season.

Scentimental Rose
Unusual blooms of burgundy red swirls with cream. A strong spicy fragrance.

Angel Face Rose
Deep mauve-lavender flowers with ruffled petals. Repeat flowering with lemony fragrance.

Pierre de Ronsard Rose
Attractive creamy white suffused with carmine pink borne singularly or in clusters of up to 4 blooms with a light, delicious tea rose fragrance.

La Sevellana Rose
An outstanding rose, with healthy, neat foliage and large clusters of brilliant semi-double orange red blooms for many months of the year. A dense, shrubby bush that is ideal for hedges, beds and borders.

Always Remember Rose
This triple Gold Medal winner features rich golden yellow blooms, a mild spicy fragrance and healthy glossy foliage. Has excellent disease resistance. Part proceeds of this rose’s sales proudly aid blood cancer research and supports families through the Leukaemia Foundation. Bagged.
Prices stated are recommended only and do not include freight charges. Stores are free to charge below these prices and/or to add freight charges into the price they charge to customers. Please see back page for full terms and conditions applicable to this promotion. Actual grown product may vary from images. Advanced examples and mass planting shown for effect. Products in this catalogue not marked as packs or pots are bare rooted.

**Iceberg Rose**
A popular long lasting, fragrant, strong growing compact bush. **$9.98 EACH**

**Mother’s Love Rose**
Elegant soft white petals to shell pink centres beautifully formed double blooms. Excellent for cutting. **$18.98 EACH**

**Peace Rose**
Produces large, yellow, double blooms flushed with pink. Vigorous growth habit. Sweetly scented. **$11.98 EACH**

**Ebb Tide Rose**
Mysteriously coloured and powerfully perfumed with an intense clove fragrance. **$19.98 EACH**

**Grandma’s Rose**
Charming ‘old world’ character. Attractive dusty pink with russet tones and a powerful old rose fragrance. **$19.98 EACH**

**Princess de Monaco**
Bushy foliage and many well-formed, long lasting ivory blooms with a pink edge. Fragrant. Grows to 1.2m high. **$11.98 EACH**

**Love You Rose**
Extremely fragrant, high pointed pink flowers with a lighter silver on the reverse, with darker olive green foliage. Bagged. **$24.98 EACH**

**Papa Meilland**
Prized for its dark velvet red, exhibition blooms that have a deep, heavy fragrance. An upright, vigorous bush to 1.2m. **$10.98 EACH**

**Best Friend Rose**
Vibrant blooms of deep, hot plum pink are carried freely throughout the warmer months, with a strong sweet perfume. **$18.98 EACH**

**Ebb Tide Rose**
Mysteriously coloured and powerfully perfumed with an intense clove fragrance. **$19.98 EACH**

**Gold Bunny Climber Rose**
Superb double blooms of a clear rich yellow smoker this recurrent climber against a backdrop of deep green, healthy foliage. Makes a spectacular screening plant. **$18.98 EACH**

**Apricot Nectar Rose**
Buff apricot fragrant blooms on a medium height bush. **$11.98 EACH**

**Black Caviar Rose**
Medium sized bloom with astonishing velvet burgundy/red flowers. Bagged. **$24.98 EACH**

**Iceberg Rose**
A popular long lasting, fragrant, strong growing compact bush. **HOT OFFER $9.98 EACH**
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**Iceberg Rose**
A popular long lasting, fragrant, strong growing compact bush. **HOT OFFER $9.98 EACH**
Neutrog Seamungus 10kg
Seamungus is a great year round health tonic and winter fertiliser. Helps your plants resist frost, pests and disease, as well as conditioning the soil and encouraging root growth, giving them a head start for spring.

Eureka Lemon
One of the most popular lemon varieties in the world, Eureka lemon will grow equally well in the ground or in pots. Needs good sun, a feed of a balanced fertiliser twice a year and it will produce fruit nearly all year round. 200mm pot.

Santa Rosa Plum
Regarded as one of the best yellow fleshed Japanese plums. A good bearer of high quality fruit for eating, stewing or making jam.

Satsuma Plum
Possibly the most popular Japanese blood plum. Satsuma produces good crops of sweet slightly tangy tasting fruit.

Granny Smith Apple
An all purpose apple with firm crisp flesh and a pleasantly tart flavour. Ideal for baking and pies.

Pinkabelle Apple
Dwarf growing ideal for pots. (Advanced plant shown as example only).

Williams Pear
Medium to large tree with sweet flavoured juicy fruit ideal for eating, stewing, juicing, preserving and drying.

Santa Rosa Plum $29.98 EACH
Satsuma Plum $29.98 EACH
Granny Smith Apple $29.98 EACH
Williams Pear $29.98 EACH

Eureka Lemon $34.98 EACH

Red Fuji Apple
This medium-sized apple is slightly sweeter than other varieties and is great in salads, pies and sauces. Can be frozen.

Pink Lady Apple
A very crisp apple with a distinct sweet-tart flavour.

Red Fuji Apple $29.98 EACH
Pink Lady Apple $29.98 EACH

Red Love Apple
Australia’s brand new apple this year. A beautiful tree with really red apples! The flesh is red and is ideal for cooking and special dishes. Tastes similar to a Granny Smith.

Red Love Apple $39.98 EACH

Follow and like us on Facebook
Elberta Peach
This reliable variety produces heavy crops of large round red and gold skinned fruit. A strong flavour and yellow-orange flesh.

Valley Red Dwarf Peach
Grows large fruit with a yellow flesh. Small pink blossoms. Ideal for small gardens or tubs.

Valley Gold
Dwarf Nectarine
Yellow flesh, freestone, ripens in January, showy pink blossom and easily contained to 1.5m.

Trevatt Apricot
An excellent variety that produces large pale skinned fruit. Firm, juicy and suitable fresh or for preserving, cooking & stewing.

Peacharine
A smooth skinned fruit similar to the nectarine in appearance but tastes like a peach. Yellow freestone flesh and firm juicy fruit.

Pixie Peach
Small growing, self pollinating fruit tree. Produces full size fruit with excellent flavour.

Elberta Peach
This reliable variety produces heavy crops of large round red and gold skinned fruit. A strong flavour and yellow-orange flesh.

O’Henry Peach
Delightful yellow-fleshed freestone peach. Starts sweet and acid ripening to very sweet and aromatic when fully ripe.

Moorpark Apricot
By far the most popular home apricot with its crops of large rich flavoured fruit. Ideal for eating fresh, jam making, drying, stewing or juicing.

Dwarf Moorpark Apricot
A dwarf sweet tasting variety, ripens in January. Suitable for canning & drying.

HOT OFFER
3 FOR $25

Bare Rooted
Garden Centres SA Organic Soil Improver
The perfect addition to your soil to improve structure for the growing season ahead.

ONLY $9.98 EACH

HOT OFFER
$24.98 EACH

Prices stated are recommended only and do not include freight charges. Stores are free to charge below these prices and/or to add freight charges into the price they charge to customers. Please see back page for full terms and conditions applicable to this promotion. Actual grown product may vary from images. Advanced examples and mass planting shown for effect. Products in this catalogue not marked as packs are bare rooted. ◊Advanced size shown for visual effect.
We know edibles and trees

pomegranates

The pomegranate tree itself is very hardy and highly ornamental, it has large showy flowers and is suitable for use as a feature plant, for hedges and container growing. The fruit is deep red and has a tart flavour. Popular in salads and other dishes.

ONLY $34.98 EACH

Garden Centres Your local garden centre

follow and like us on Facebook

Black Genoa Fig or Brown Turkey Fig
Self-fertile fig produces fruit with greenish-purple skin. Good for fresh eating.
$29.98 EACH

Giant Victoria Rhubarb
Produces a prolific number of stalks, rich and full of flavour.
$7.98 EACH

Plot of Seed Potatoes
Choose from a large range of popular and gourmet varieties including Desiree, Nicola, Pontiac, Ruby Lou, Sebago and Dutch Cream, 1kg pack.

Dwarf Tuscany Nectarine Tree
Fruits late in the season with an attractive deep red skinned fruit.
$39.98 EACH

Stella Cherry
This self-pollinating cherry produces heavy crops of large heat-shaped fruit with a dark red sweet flavoured flesh.
$29.98 EACH

Almond All in One
Self-fertile almond, produces sweet, soft-shelled nuts on a semi-dwarf tree. Easy to grow.
$29.98 EACH

Raspberry Williamette
Bears large, deep red, flavoursome fruit from mid to late summer. A biennial that performs best in full sun with plenty of water.
$7.98 EACH

Plants Plus Mary Washington Asparagus
Produces green spears September to December. Long lasting perennial vegetable, producing spears for up to 15 years.
$7.98 EACH

$7.98 PACK
**Ornamental Pear (Pyrus Calleryana Chanticleer)**
A superb upright slender pear with a dense habit and attractive foliage.

**Ornamental Pear (Pyrus Calleryana Capital)**
Excellent for restricted areas. Lustrous dark green leaves changing to reddish-purple in late autumn.

**Prunus Crimson Spire**
Narrow tree with strong upright growth habit ideal for smaller areas. Purple leaves with pale pink to white flowers early to mid-spring.

**Claret Ash (Fraxinum Raywood)**
A popular landscape tree renowned for a stunning autumn display of claret-red and plum-purple foliage.

**Weeping Flowering Cherry (Prunus Snow Fountains)**
A superb flowering cherry. Lustrous dark green foliage which turns to stunning shades of gold and red in autumn.

**Flowering Plum**
Narrow tree with upright growth habit. Purple leaves with pale pink to white flowers early to mid-spring.

---

Crab Apple ‘Tom Matthews’
In spring, vibrant, vivid, scarlet-red flowers complement the bronze-red foliage. The flowers are followed by medium sized clusters of small, dark, red purple fruits from autumn to late winter. Grows to 3m.

---

**Prices stated are recommended only and do not include freight charges. Stores are free to charge below these prices and/or to add freight charges into the price they charge to customers. Please see back page for full terms and conditions applicable to this promotion. Actual grown product may vary from images. Advanced examples and mass planting shown for effect. Products in this catalogue not marked as packs are bare rooted.**
We know value

Strawberry Red Gauntlet Runners
A hardy plant ideal for hanging baskets, containers or garden beds. Prefers a cooler growing climate. Single price $1.50ea.

MULTI BUY
5 FOR $6

Sexy Rexy Rose
Fully double, pink flowers produced continuously in large clusters. Disease resistant.

$11.98 EACH

Blue Moon Rose
Large lavender blue blooms on long slender stems.

$10.98 EACH

Graham Thomas Rose
Medium sized flowers of rich yellow with a medium-strong fresh tea rose fragrance.

$14.98 EACH

Iceberg Standard Rose
Iceberg remains one of the most popular roses to date, known for its vigorous growth habit and low maintenance. Pure and clean white double blooms flower prolifically and it has a light scent.

$19.98 EACH

Barossa Nursery, Clare Plant Nursery & Outdoor Centre, Crafers Garden Centre and Landscaping Supplies, Garden Grove Supplies, Hutchisons Nursery, Kallinyalla Garden Centre, McCourt’s Garden Centre, Pots N Plants, Serenity Nursery, The Earth Works, Vadoulis Garden Centre, Whyalla Garden Centre.

YOUR LOCAL GARDEN CENTRE
Locally owned, Experienced staff, Expert advice, Proudly independent, Quality plants & products

This catalogue has been prepared by Garden Centres SA Pty Ltd. (GCSA). Any stores listed herein are independent businesses that are members of GCSA and all stores may not be participating in this sale. See the panel on this page for your nearest participating store. Prices stated are recommended prices and stores are free to charge below these prices. Prices stated do not include any freight charges into the price they charge to customers for any of the products featured in this catalogue. Those stores will inform customers instore. Please be aware that due to the range of products shown in this catalogue, some products, sizes and colours may not be in stock in all participating stores but can be ordered upon request. If a specific product may become unavailable during the sale, every effort will be made to provide than equivalent product at the same price. Unless otherwise stated, accessories shown are not included in the price. Each store reserves the right to limit quantities sold to any one customer. All sizes shown are approximately only. We reserve the right to correct printing errors. Due to the printing process, colours may vary from the actual item. Actual grown product may vary from images. Advanced examples and mass planting shown for effect. Products in this catalogue not marked as packs are bare rooted. These offers remain valid from XXXXXXXX or while stocks last. Printed on behalf of Garden Centres SA Pty Ltd. © 2017.